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Hello Branciforte Middle School!
This marks our 3rd newsletter so
far this school year! Now, here at
publications we do a lot of work for
the newsletter. We do the outline,
find ideas, type the articles and
more, but we want your help! We
want your advice on what you like
and what we could do to make
each newsletter better and better.
If you have any advice on certain
things, please let the Publications
3rd period class know.

Day of the dead, also ____________________________

known as Dia De Los Muertos, is a
holiday on November 1st where
families or friends will build altars in
their homes to celebrate and
remember their loved ones that
passed to the other side. An altar is
a table that people set up with
decorations,
photos,
candles,
flowers, and sometimes food to
remember their loved ones and
celebrate their lives. Altars are a
very important part of Mexico's
most famous holidays.
Ms. Cavadias and her
students have just finished making
their altars for their family or
Chewing Gum Around
friends. They included bread,
School
candles, flowers, pictures, and
By: Jason Immel
____________________________ other things that reminded them of
Teachers will give you gum duty their loved ones that passed.
if they catch you chewing gum.
Kids should not be getting in Questions
1. Was it hard to think of what to
trouble for chewing gum unless
they are blowing bubbles or being bring in?
distracting. In articles it says that Neva Lunine- “Not really,I just
gum helps kid focus. I hope thought of someone who died and
teachers pay attention to this and brought the things that reminded
unban gum and see if it causes me of them.”
2. How long did it take for you to
any harm around school. I bet half
make it?
of the school will agree to this.
Taylan Johnson- “Not long,I went
to the store and Bought flowers.”

Yesterday Donald Trump won
the 2016 presidential election.
People are sad, distraught or
angry. But we shall give Trump at
least one chance, I am but I
wouldn't vote for him, but most
importantly I am willing to give him
chance. He has said things he
should not of in the election.
Nevertheless there is an atrocious
side to Hillary. From what people
have told me she has done illegal
things on the computer. On the
other hand she wanted to make it
more accessible for terrorists to
come into the USA.
But Trump, He is against
mexicans, african americans, and
latinos. He said that he wants to
deport races other than the whites.
But fortuitously he can’t do that
because there are branches,
courts, government, and taxes. So
they will be safe, hopefully. In
addition to that Trump has insulted,
offended women all over the USA
and he still wins. It irritates me due
to that. Ultimately, if you think
different about this article, that’s
your point of view, so what do you
think about the election?
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3. Did this project make you
Presidential Election 2016
Cafeteria Problems
By: Julia Crowder
emotional?
By: Jade Wentz Samano
Sean Byram- “Not that much
November 8th, 2016 was a very because I never met my grandpa.”
The lunch line is a MAJOR
depressing landmark in American
problem
at our school, it should
4. How did you feel you did on
history. Sadly, Donald Trump this project?
only take 10-15 minutes? Wrong. It
became the President of the United Alex Cobo- “I feel I did good, it's takes about 30-40 minutes or even
States of America. Walking into nice to respect and do things for the whole lunch period, and by the
school the next day, I could feel the people that passed.”
time you get up to the front of the
mutual sadness in the halls. There
line the food is cold or they don't
were a lot of tears spread. Luckily,
have anything and you have to eat
Editor’s Note:
many people were understanding ____________________________ a parfait, which I mean is okay but
about the situations they were put In the previous November issue it’s not an actual filling meal. I
in by this happening. We would like the article “Clowns” had the wrong remember in 6th and 7th grade not
to ask that everyone is kind to one author. That article was written by wanting to eat because the line
and other, and to be careful of Taylr Myall, not Aydan Scott.
was too long. I hear people and my
what you say because it could hurt
friends complain that the line is too
someone. We can get through this
long and I even hear the parents
together, one step at a time.
complain about it. We need to find
a solution so that all of the kids at
this school eat an actual meal.

